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1. Subansiri is one of the principal tributaries of……………………….. 

2. How much percentage of the total area of the country does Godavari, the second largest river basin in India 
covers? 

3. The Indian climate in general is described as…………..type. 

4. In terms of plant diversity, the position of India in the world and in Asia respectively is…………………….. 

5. According to the data provided by BSI, how many plant species have been identified so far? 

6. The headquarters of botanical Survey of India and Zoological Survey of India are at……………………… 

7. A project for saving crocodiles from extinction started in India in…………………… 

8. As per 2001 census, the percentage of urban population in India is…………………… 

9. Jana-gana-mana was adopted in its Hindi version by Constituent Assembly as the National Anthem of India 
on……………………… 

10. Which article of the Indian Constitution provides that there shall be a Council of Minister with the Prime 
Minister as its head to aid and advice the President? 

11. Which act deals with the matters relating to acquisition, determination and termination of Indian citizenship? 

12. Article 12 to 35 in part 3 of the Indian Constitution deals with………………….. 

13. The first work translated from Sanskrit to English is Bhagavat Gita.Who did this? 

14. An official of the Calcutta Mint and Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal interepted for the first time the 
earliest Brahmi script and was able to read the edicts of Ashoka.Who was this great indologist? 

15. Who is referred to as the Father of Indian Archaeology? 

16. Who was defeated by Roger Federer in ATP World Tour 2011? 

17. IND 125 S is a variety of a crop recommended for cultivation in Karnataka, Tamilnadu and kerala.Which is 
this crop? 

18. Which technology emerged as one of the most viable and economical alternatives in reducing the cost of 
sugarcane production? 

19. Garima was the first cloned buffalo calf in India. The technique used for cloning………………… 

20. As per the World Development Report, the projected population of India in 2020 will be…………………….. 

21. The child dependency ratio and old age dependency ratio in India in 2010 a per world development report 
respectively are…………………….. 

22. In the area of environmental sustainability, the carbon dioxide emission per capita in metric tones in India in 
2004(latest data) is……………… 

23. The postal system in India was established in 1766 by…………………… 

24. Which governor general of India established the Calcutta General Post Office under a postmaster general post 
office under a postmaster general in 1774? 

25. Which country in the world has the largest postal network? 

26. In village where post offices do not exist, which system caters the postal needs? 

27. The scheme that has been introduced to give a new outlook to post offices is known as ………………….. 

28. Indus Civilization was the greatest discovery of Archaeological Survey of India in the early 20th century. Who 
served as the director if ASI then? 
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29. A single money order issued must not exceed an amount of Rs………………………. 

30. National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (now MGNREGA) came into force on….................. 

31. Santhosh and Sumangal are life insurance scheme that come under…………………... 

32. Which department has the honor of being the pioneer government Department to qualify the standards and get 
the IS certification? 

33. The first automatic telephone exchange in India was commissioned in 1913-14 at……………… 

34. The industrial growth during 2010-11 as per Economic Survey in India is……………. 

35. What is the share percentage of service sector in the total GDP of Indian Economy during 2010-11? 

36. The name of the fund initiated by the Cancun summit 2010 to reduce carbon emission.............. 

37. In order to address the issue of climate change, India is willing to increase its energy efficiency by 
…………percent by 2016. 

38. What is the name of India’s action plan for combating climate change? 

39. Which book details the picture of the working of the secret service of espionage system in ancient India? 

40. Anand fellowship and Premchand fellowship are instituted by……………………. 

41. National School of Drama in India was set up in……………………………………. 

42. What was the original name of Central Secretariant Library? 

43. Which central agency is entrusted with the work pertaining to conducting economic census, industrial 
statistics and consumer price indices for urban non manual employees? 

44. What is the name of the bi-annual technical journal of national Sample Survey organisation which has the 
summary of the various surveys conducted? 

45. A countrywide Economic Census for the first time was conducted in India in……………………… 

46. Which program is aiming to inter connect all Universities, Libraries, Laboratories, Hospitals and Agricultural 
Institutions to share data and resources across the country? 

47. Which commissioned rank in Indian Army is equivalent to the rank of Commander in Indian Navy? 

48. By which Amendment was the Article 21 A inserted to the Indian Constitution? 

49. “The state shall promote, with special care, the education and economic interests of the weaker sections of the 
people, and, in particular of the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe, and shall protect them from social 
injustice and all forms of social explotation.”Which article is referred here? 

50. Where is the corporate centre of National power Training Institute situated? 

51. The total number of refiners both in public and private sector in India is……………... 

52. Who was the chairman of the committee that was appointed by the Central Government to look into the 
sustainability of the fuel pricing system in the country? 

53. Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission has been launched in India on…………… 

54. Which is the first international regulatory framework for safe transfer, handling and use of Living Modified 
Organisms, under the aegis of the convention of Biological Diversity? 

55. Integrated Forest protection scheme (IFPS) was implemented in India during the Five Year Plan 
of……………………… 

56. Which authority is entrusted with combating crime related with wild life in India? 
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57. The scheme that aimed to lessen the burden of parents in meeting the educational expenses of their 
children……………….. 

58. Which country is the one and only licit producer and exporter of opium gum in the world market? 

59. The major mosquito vector that spreads Malaria in India is…………………………… 

60. 2011 marks the 50th Anniversary of a great event related with the space and man.What is it? 

61. Which is the bird that is found only in the Kadapa district of Andra Pradesh? 

62. Bio-Genetic law was put forward by 

63. Who is the founder of Earth Day? 

64. International day for Natural disaster reduction is observed on……………………… 

65. Which animal can help to detect mines paved in seas? 

66. Where in India was the first ever major chikunguniya epidemic was reported in 1963? 

67. In which district of Andra Pradesh is Ramgiri Gold Field located? 

68. Panna in Madya Pradesh is well known for the deposit of…………......................... 

69. How many states come under the jurisdiction of Guwahati High court? 

70. The Registered office of the National Judicial Academy is located at……………… 

71. Who appointed Attorney general of India? 

72. The first law commission of independent India was set up in……………………..... 

73. The present law commission of India is the ………………th Commissions. 

74. Sardar vallabhabhai Patel National Police Academy, now at Hyderabad was originally set up 
at……………………….. 

75. The oldest police force in India is……………………………. 

76. Which security force in India is known as “The Sentinels of the North-East”? 

77. The special Marriage act 1954 extends to the entire India except the state of………… 

78. The only media unit, which is mandated to create spread awareness about Government policies and 
programmes among the rural and tribal people of India is……………………. 

79. Which five year plan is aimed to achieve self-reliance and adopt measure for raising the consumption standard 
of people living below the poverty line? 

80. Which five year plan was launched in the 50th year of India’s Independence? 

81. What is the share of Agriculture in the total GDP of India economy? 

82. The per capita availability of milk per day in India is……………………………. 

83. Indian Railway is the fourth largest in freight loading in the world. The countries which stand top 
are………………………. 

84. Which country has the largest railway passenger business in the world? 

85. The largest service industry in India is……………… 

86. In how many districts of India was the national rural employment guarantee Programme introduced in the first 
phase? 
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87. Which award has been instituted for the Panchayath institutions for sanitation promotion? 

88. Which is the capital city of the newly formed nation, South Sudan? 

89. Commercial wing of Indian Space Research Organization is………………………. 

90. CSIR developed novel drug against tuberculosis is known as………………………. 

91. Lupifio and Klobuster are the brand name of recombinant streptokinase developed from the bacterium 
called……………… 

92. The first flight of GSLV took place from SHAR on….................... 

93. The name given to a mini satellite to be developed by ISRO to study the impact of sun and space weather? 

94. Which is the Indo-French joint satellite mission for the study of the tropical atmosphere and climate related 
phenomena? 

95. The national Institute of Ocean Technology is located at……………………… 

96. The National Tsunami Early warning system has been set up by Central government 
at………………………… 

97. India’s third station at Antarctica is proposed to be set up at………………….. 

98. The fat-soluble vitamins are……………………………….. 

99. What is the measure of the Broad Guage track of Indian railway? 

100. Where is the headquarters of North-east Frontier Railway? 

ANSWERS

1.      Brahmaputra           35.  57.3 69.  7 
2.      10 36.  Green Climate Fund 70.  New Delhi 
3.      Tropical monsoon type 37.  20 Percent 71.  President 

4.      Tenth and fourth 
38.  National Action Plan on Climate 
Change (NAPCC) 72.  1955 

5.      46,000 39.  Arthasastra 73.  19th

6.      Kolkata 40.  Sahitya Academy 74.  Mount Abu 
7.      1974 41.  1959 75.  Assam Rifles 
8.      27.8 42.  Imperial Secretariat Library 76.  Assam Rifles 
9.      24 January 1950 43.  CSO 77.  Jammu and Kashmir 
10.  Article 74 44.  Sarvekshana 78.  Directorate of Field Publicity 
11.  The citizenship Act 1955 45.  1977 79.  Fifth plan 
12.  Fundamental rights 46.  National Knowledge network 80.  9th

13.  Charles Wilkins 47.  Lieutenant Colonel 81.  20% 
14.  James Prinsep 48.  86th Amendment 82.  252 gms 
15.  Alexander Cunningham 49.  Article 46 83.  USA,china and japan 
16.  Jowilfried Tsonga 50.  Faridabad 84.  Japan 
17.  Coconut 51.  20 85.  Tourism 
18.  Bud chip technology 52.  Dr. Kirit Parikh 86.  200 
19.  Hand-guided cloning technique 53.  11 January 2010 87.  Nirmal gram puraskar 

20.  1367 million 
54.  Cartagena Protocol on 
Biodiversity 88.  Juba 

21.  47.9 and 7.7 55.  Tenth 89.  Antrix Corporation Ltd 
22.  1.1 56.  Wildlife Crime Control Bureau 90.  Riorine 
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23.  Lord Clive 57.  Shiksha sahayog yojana 91.  E.coli 
24.  Warren Hastings 58.  India 92.  18 April 2001 
25.  India 59.  Anophales culcifacies 93.  YOUTHSAT 
26.  Panchayats Sanchar Seva 
Kendra 60.  First man in space 94.  MEGHA-TROPIQUES 
27.  Project Arrow 61.  Jerdon’s Coursre 95.  Chennai 
28.  John Marshall 62.  Haecket 96.  Hydrabad 
29.  5000 63.  Gaylord Nelson 97.  Larsemann Hills of Antarctica 
30.  September 7, 2005 64.  Second Wednesday of October 98.  ADEK 
31.  Postal life Insurance 65.  Dolphins 99.  1676 mm 
32.  India Post 66.  Kolkata 100.maligaon 
33.  Shimla 67.  Anantpur   
34.  8.1 68.  Diamond   
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